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Practising for the 2021 Olympics!

Coming Up Next Friday
23rd October
We have been busy with an economics main
lesson in Class 6 and would like to put our
theory into practice and experience real live
exchange through creating a market and
offering our wares.
Everything is home-made with lots of
yummy things and many beautiful things
and some fun games for children to try
their luck at. Please do remind your
children to bring some money next Friday
for them to join in the fun and to bring
home treats and gifts!
If you would like to avoid your child being
disappointed by not having cash on the day
to spend on our enticing foods, drinks, gifts,
crafts and games we will make your lives
easier by having a SnapScan option at the
gate every morning next week for you to
pay in advance for tickets which your
children will then receive on the day of the
market. Karri App will also be an option
available to you.

Class Fives have started to practise for their Class 6 Olympics event next year. Seen here
on the side court, they are learning the correct positions and movements needed for
shot-put, one of the core Olympic events. Says coach Mr September, "There isn't time to
teach all the skills in the few weeks just before the Olympics, so we have started now
already to give them a proper foundation."

Eurythmy in the Open Air

For more info please ask any of our
enthusiastic class members at the SnapScan
table in the mornings.
In eager anticipation and with much love,
Class 6

Perry Havranek (back to the camera) leads the Class Tens in their Thursday
Eurythmy lesson on the sports court. Tim Hyslop is at the keyboard.
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Eurythmy Therapy at Michael Oak

Rudolf Steiner introduced Eurythmy to the first
Waldorf School. The teachers observed
improvement in co-ordination and rhythm,
and also in the health of the children. They
saw difficulties connected with temperament
and nervous disorders were greatly helped
and asked Rudolf Steiner if this work could not
be carried out along therapeutic lines for
individual children. This brought about the
“Course in Curative Eurythmy” in 1921, given
to doctors and eurythmists, where Steiner
developed the basic principles of Eurythmy
Therapy.
In a healthy human being, there is a
harmonious relationship between the body
and the inner life. Such health depends on the
bodily rhythmical processes (e.g. breathing
and circulation) creating a balance between
the body’s organic processes. If one-sided
demands are placed on these rhythmical
processes, the balance may be lost, resulting
in illness. Such demands can be emotional,
intellectual or physical.
Eurythmy therapy is an organic movement
that comes out of the formation of the word.
The movement of the larynx in speech is
carried out by the limbs. The gestures,
rhythms and movements are based on artistic
Eurythmy, intensified, repeated and modified
in such a way that they work back into the
bodily organism itself, stimulating the
upbuilding, re-creative forces in a specific way,
bringing not only the sensible body to health
but bringing the supersensible into harmony
with the physical body - Body, Soul and Spirit
in balance.
Healing, through Eurythmy Therapy, deals
with restoring the disturbed balance in the
organism. Regenerative forces are directed to
the region needing help. These upbuilding life
forces are found in nature as well as our-self.
Eurythmy Therapy stirs these creative forces
into activity.

CLASS 11 :
Botany Main
Lesson
(continued from
Leaflet 31)

“In the beginning was the Word and out of the
Word all things were created”. The same
formative forces that built the embryo are the
creative forces used in Eurythmy Therapy.
These are known as Etheric forces or life forces
and boost the immune system.
Eurythmy Therapy derives from a spiritualscientific understanding of the human being.
Its meaningful, ensouled movements help
integrate us with our-self, develop warmth,
certainty, resilience and strengthen healthy
and rhythmical processes in our body.
The exercises done help the development of
the incarnating child according to its age,
having a most special relationship with the “I”
organization taking hold of the physical body.
They are specifically prescribed to address the
roots of illness or developmental problems,
not just the symptoms. Crisis can mean points
of growth and here the therapy serves as a
support to the child or adult. Eurythmy
therapy is of benefit in all stages of
development – from birth to old age.
It can even help in precarious situations and
avoid invasive surgery or medication
interventions.
The conscious thinking forces of the head and
the active will forces of the limbs are brought
into harmony through mediating rhythmical
forces of breathing and circulation. Every
gesture is complete in itself and working
directly into the organism.
In doing Eurythmy Therapy we often achieve a
greater self-awareness and are provided with
a practical way of changing ourselves. Thus,
we become active participants in our own
healing process.
The cosmic picture, zodiac and planets, the
macrocosm, are brought to the human being,
the microcosm, in a conscious way out of an
Anthroposophic medical understanding of the
human organism. A Eurythmy therapist has

undergone a 10-year training in Artistic
Eurythmy, Pedagogic Eurythmy and finally in
Eurythmy therapy together with a medical
training and understanding of the human
organism.
Some of the conditions which can benefit
from Eurythmy Therapy are:
* Breathing difficulties (asthma, blocked
sinuses,)
* Digestion disorders (allergies, hay-fever,
eczema, diabetes)
* Heart and circulation
* All organ pathologies
* Spinal, muscle and joint problems –
(rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, scoliosis)
* Behavioral and concentration problems
* Dyslexia
* Headaches/Migraines
* Exhaustion, anxieties, stress, trauma
* Regeneration after surgery or injury
* Pain management
* Developmental disorders such as autism,
epilepsy, Down Syndrome, cerebral palsy, ADD
and ADHD.
* Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer disease
* Psychological disturbances such as
schizophrenia, mania, depression, anorexia,
phobias, OCD
For any further information or queries,
please contact me.
Julia O’Leary, Eurythmy Therapist
076 904 7632

021 761 2359

joleary@michaeloak.org.za
Other qualiﬁcations: Fine Arts diploma, Color
therapist (Collot d’ Herbois training), Extra lesson
practitioner, Waldorf Teacher.

Therapeutic Art — Bridging Polarities
Bridging Polarities Through Art is a
therapeutic art approach based on the
Waldorf threefold picture of the child as
body, soul and spirit.
The human being is essentially a
spiritual being manifesting and
expressing itself through the body and
the soul. These three elements, the
body, soul and spirit, together give us
our threefold nature.
This therapy is closely aligned to Rudolf
Steiner’s child development model
offering the child the possibility to
balance their threefold nature.
Sensory difficulties, trauma, self
confidence, bully/ victim dynamics,
social difficulties, divorce, and
bereavement are examples of some of
the areas addressed through this quiet
yet powerful non-verbal therapy.
Sessions are created age appropriately
for children in Kindergarten, Primary
and High School.
Although free expression may be used
to assess progress, it is not used
therapeutically. Instead, a path of
healing exercises is created to lead the
child toward balance and a stronger
sense of self and wellbeing.
This gentle yet powerful therapy
strengthens the feeling senses – which
balance the entire system.

PAINTING AND PASTELS
Colours are living expression of the soul forces. Their
harmonies and disharmonies create the canvas of our
emotional life. Wet-on-wet painting allows a
”breathing” of color.
CLAY
Working with the earth element in form and gestures,
one gives expression to unconscious soul forces. Clay
has a regenerating effect on the human life forces.
DRAWING
Observational drawing. One relates and connects to
the world outside oneself.
BLACK AND WHITE DRAWING (from class 6 onwards)
One learns to unite and control one’s own ‘light and
darkness’.
Rudolf Steiner speaks of all artistic work as the
antidote to the technological age in which we live, and
the primary balancing activity for the sensory system.
Please contact me if you would like to speak further
about this therapy.
With warm greetings
Ilana Rudolph- Hunter
Ilana began as a mainstream High school English teacher,
she is a trained Waldorf teacher, and Extra Lesson
Therapist. She has specialized in helping children
therapeutically through art - Bridging Polarities - and is a
Trainer for Adults in Bridging Polarities through Art.

www.bridgingpolarities.co.za
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Academic and Language Support at Michael Oak
For the past 30 years, I have worked at Michael Oak as the Academic
Support or Remedial Teacher. At some stage, this role also came to
encompass English Language Support for children with a different
home language in need of this.
From a young age, I wanted to work with children needing extra
support, and after graduating from UCT with a BA majoring in English
and Psychology, and a post-graduate diploma in education, I taught at
a special needs school for two years before returning to UCT to
complete the post- graduate diploma in remedial teaching. During my
studies I became interested in the Waldorf approach to education, and
I was delighted that my first position as a remedial teacher was at
Constantia Waldorf School. Six years later, when my daughter joined
Michael Oak’s kindergarten, I too began my journey at Michael Oak as
remedial teacher.
I have worked with many children over the years, and have learnt an
enormous amount from them. The journey with each child is different.
Once a class teacher has referred a child to me for help in a specific
area of work, the process begins with trying to see things from the
child’s perspective, to begin from their point of understanding. This is
always an adventure and is often very enlightening. I explore what the
child already knows and can do; and what the gaps and learning
challenges needing attention are. We then build on steadily from there,
working at the child’s pace and taking into consideration his/her
learning style and strengths and weaknesses, trying to find ways to
address or compensate for what has been standing in the way of free
and full engagement with the work in the classroom. Engaging with
the child playfully, with appropriate material, taking into consideration
their needs, interests and developmental level, is central to my work. I
work closely with the teachers to set appropriate goals and
expectations, and then try to find the best way of achieving these,
compatible with the approach in the classroom but also meeting the
child’s specific needs. It is a privilege to be able to work with children
individually or in small groups, to really meet them where they are
without having to meet the needs of an entire class of children at the
same time. The lessons offer a safe, non-pressurized space, where
children can take risks free from fear of exposure in the classroom
setting. They are then more willing to engage with the area of learning
they find most challenging and therefore tend to avoid most
strenuously.

KINDERGARTEN:

The physical, emotional and cognitive aspects of a child’s being are all
central to and entwined together in the learning process, and there are
many reasons why a child might struggle with learning, and more
specifically with classroom learning. The therapists at Michael Oak and
I frequently work together to help children overcome the obstacles
they face, sometimes working with a child at different periods of time,
sometimes over the same period.
We also refer children to specialists outside of the school for specific
assessments or interventions where necessary – to speech and
language therapists, occupational therapists, optometrists, educational
psychologists, developmental paediatricians, and dieticians working to
help children with difficulties with focus. Each child brings unique
needs which require individualised responses, and we are fortunate
that such a variety of support and expertise is available to our children.
Having said this, it is important to say that at Michael Oak we prefer to
describe and address the challenges without labelling the child.
Seeing children grow in ability and confidence is hugely rewarding. It
often takes time and patience, but this only increases the sense of
achievement and delight when things begin to fall into place for a
child, whether in reading, maths, or some other area of learning, and
they discover that they too can do it!
Apart from my work in support of individual children, I have also been
tasked with assessing the pre-school children before their entry into
Grade 1 the following year. These assessments are taken into
consideration by the kindergarten class teachers when they make
decisions regarding what therapies or interventions specific children
might require in preparation for Grade 1; and which children might
benefit from another year in the kindergarten. I also assess reading
levels of the children in Grade 3, to give the class teacher a detailed
indication of how each child is doing. Feedback from these
assessments goes to the class teacher only.
In conclusion, I would like to say that the trust and support of both my
colleagues and the parents of the children with whom I work, is of
extreme importance, and highly valued.
Ann Kantey

Completed work

These colourful tortoises will soon leave the classroom
to go out into the wide world. They were made by the
younger group of kindergarten children.

The older group
worked on
weaving looms
earlier in the
year (top) and
their completed
bags are now on
display in the
classroom.
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Extra Lesson
Therapy

HIGH SCHOOL ART

The Extra Lesson mini assessment, which
is done in Class 2 every year, looks at
many areas of sensory development.
It looks at the child’s development from a
threefold perspective — body / soul /
spirit — assessing whether the milestones
that need to be reached by the age of 7
years have been attained. Faculties or
skills that have not developed by this
stage will not of themselves develop at a
later stage, and assistance in some form is
needed to achieve these skills.
Sensory development of the child forms
the foundation for all learning, and
efficient functioning in practical life as well
as spiritual development. In a Waldorf
school we work with the 12 senses which
need to be mature and integrated in order
for the child to reach his/her full potential
both cognitively and on a soul level.
The Extra Lesson is a movement and form
drawing therapy that aligns with the
philosophy and child development model
of Waldorf Education. Whereas
conventional disciplines expect the child’s
sensory integration to be mature by the
age of 5,5 years, in Waldorf schools we
give the child the full opportunity for
these senses to develop and test them
after they have turned 7. This is also to
allow for the 7 year etheric birthing to
take place. It is then important for the
child to be assessed to ascertain where he/
she is with the sensory maturity and soul
life.
The twelve senses link the 4 lower senses
of balance, movement, well-being, touch
and their connection to the development
of hearing, speech, thought and ego (in
that order). Through an assessment of
the child’s drawing, an impression of the
child’s incarnating process (the child
taking hold of his bodily instrument) is
made, as this has a significant influence
on sensory integration. If any extra help is
needed to support the child it is best to be
addressed before the 9 year ego birthing
(Rubicon threshold).
The Extra lesson works with the balancing
of the astral and etheric life forces so that
the transition of the 9 year birthing can be
assisted and move along more smoothly.
Mandy Nikolaou, an Extra Lesson
practitioner at Michael Mount School in
Gauteng, visits our school annually to do
these assessments at the request of the
Primary Faculty. She then makes referrals
to therapies in the school if needed, as
well as giving the class teachers deeper
insight into their children and how to
assist them if there are challenges. She is
also a trained Waldorf teacher, and has
trained as a remedial teacher.

Above: The Class 10's
have been dipping water
colour paper into dye
colours, exploring layering
and what happens when
one transforms a dry
underlying colour by
another translucent layer
or colour. A step towards
water colour veil painting.

Right: The Class 9's work from
the Renaissance paintings
using diﬀerent pencils and
employing the exacting
diagonal shading or short
stroke technique. This
technique helps to develop the
will. Some students can take
up to a year to complete their
artwork.
Above: by Gabriel Carnegie
Below: by Sebastian Carnegie
(both now in Class 10)
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Rhythmical Massage
Rhythmical Massage was developed by Rudolf Steiner and his colleague Dr Ita
Wegmann in the 1920s ,out of the wisdom of Man, in which the human being is
composed of four elements — mineral (physical body), fluid (etheric body), air
(astral) and warmth (ego) — and there are 3 systems: the nerve-sense system,
rhythmical system and the metabolic limb system.
These three systems are found everywhere in the body in different ratios, but
broadly we can say that the nerve-sense system is mainly the head and nerve
system, the rhythmic system is the breathing and heart and circulation system,
and the metabolic limb system is digestion and movement. The whole forms an
intricate harmony working together rather like an orchestra.
If there are conditions such as disharmony in sleeping, or circulatory
disturbances, postural and skeletal problems such as scoliosis and muscular
problems, allergies, asthma, bedwetting, boosting of immune system due to
overload of sensory stimulation, or problems in normal childhood
development , and injuries fractures or bodily sprains, these can be treated by a
Rhythmical Massage therapist with great help to the body particularly to
children as they grow through the different phases of childhood.
These Phases of Childhood are well documented in Waldorf Schools and
teachers are very well versed in their recognition and understanding of them.
Too many children today have more attacks on their senses and emotional
bodies and lives than they and their parents often realise.
Any of the aforementioned conditions (or rather states of being) will most often
help children when a 15 minute massage twice a week is offered. This
treatment is often advised by the teacher, or sought for by the parent.
The Rhythmical Massage therapist will always conduct an interview with each
parent to achieve a more comprehensive picture of their child, before
treatment is commenced.
I look forward to meeting with parents when the protocols are lifted.
With my blessings to you all
Carole Penfold

Cell 082 296 0189

carolepen7@gmail.com

Welcome Luke!
We welcome new student Luke Bolus
who has joined us this week in Class 9.

FEES SCHEDULE for 2021
Our revised schedule of Tuition Fees for 2021 can be
found on our website HERE
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CLASS 11 :
Botany Main Lesson
(continued from Leaflet 31)

Cherries

Potato plant
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BUILDING A NEW CHURCH
The Michael Oak staff is an extraordinarily
stable body of members, with a fairly slow
turnover, many having served for lengthy
periods. Mr Wilmoht Mathimba must be
one of the longest serving, having joined the
staff in 1988. For 32 years now, Mr
Mathimba has worked as a groundsman at
Michael Oak and has tended to the upkeep
of the garden and environs. Many of us will
also know him in his capacity as a Safety and
Security presence at the Gibson Rd
pedestrian crossing and at the front gate,
and witnessed his warm and interested
connection with the children.
One of the obvious attributes of the school
is its lush, well-tended, tree-shaded garden.
For many years Mr Mathimba worked
Wilmoht Mathimba
largely on his own to maintain this beautiful
natural environment which gives so much subliminally-soothing enjoyment to the
children (and adults) who spend so much of their time in its precincts.
In addition to tending to the needs of this garden, Mr Mathimba, outside of
school hours, has served the needs of a church congregation in Khayelitsha, a
branch of the Zion Reform Apostolic Church, of which he is the long-serving
pastor.
This church was originally a large, zinc room that was an extension to his small
house, but in 1998, a new zinc building was erected on a piece of council land
nearby, dedicated entirely to the services of the expanding congregation. After 20
years, in February this year, they were eventually able to scrape together the sum
needed to purchase this property, and a new sense of permanence for the
congregation had arrived.
Unfortunately, a few weeks ago, the timber-frame church accidentally caught
alight and burnt down despite desperate attempts by the community to
extinguish the flames.
Mr Mathimba is grateful for the assistance he has received from a couple of
architects in the Michael Oak community who have drawn up plans for a simple,
brick, church building that could be erected where the previous building stood.
His congregation is now working hard to gather the materials that would be
required to undertake this building project.
Are there any in the Michael
Oak community who might
be able to assist Mr
Mathimba further in
providing building material,
or the means to acquire
material – even if it is just a
pile of used bricks – anything
that will help him realise his
vision of a new church for his
congregation?
He can be contacted at 076
576 0041.
Should anyone wish to
contribute financially, please
use these banking details:
Nedbank branch code 198765
Acc. No. 1205361677

Above and below left: All that remained of the
church building after the recent fire.
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Whole Life Education Centre, McGregor
Looking for Teachers

Our Story…
We started as the McGregor Waldorf School in 1994 with 17 children
from Kindergarten to Class 6. Over the next ten years we grew into
a High School and offered Matriculation examinations for the first
time in 2003. We are well known in the Langeberg valley for our love
and dedication to our children, who are mostly from the local
townships. Our competence for producing good examination
results is also well known here.
We are presently restructuring our school. We are dividing the
school into a Primary School and a High School, under the umbrella
of the Whole Life Education Centre. The High School will continue
to follow the CAPS curriculum, with a focus on Art and Drama, whilst
the Primary School will be a Waldorf Primary School, called the
McGregor Fountain Primary School. With the help of the Federation
of Waldorf Schools the Primary School is currently working towards
becoming a New Initiative School.
With our changing circumstances and our growing numbers, we
require more staff. We are looking for suitably qualified class
teachers for general primary school teaching. If you would like to
join us working in the country with beautiful children deeply in need
of the love and healing that Waldorf education offers, we warmly
invite you to contact us for a conversation. McGregor is blessed
with an inspiring natural environment, and there are many artistic,
cultural and spiritual activities on offer in the area.

ADVERTISING IN THE LEAFLET:
Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution to our Bursary
Fund. Minimum donation R30. Please use these bank details for EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch: 02510900. Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising. Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Adverts will only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.

Every swipe DOES make a diﬀerence
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to
leaflet@michaeloak.org.za
NB: Adverts will only be published for a maximum of 3 insertions
per term.

ADVERTISING IN THE LEAFLET:
For details please see page 11

HONEY FOR SALE
Last eight jars of Bishopscourt stationary hive raw honey available @ R100 per jar. 520g.
Contact Serai 084 605 2022

MOUNTAIN BIKE WANTED
I am looking for a 27 inch, small frame mountain bicycle. If anyone has one they'd like to sell
please contact Serai 084 605 2022

ACCOMMODATION OFFERED
Spacious apartment 120 sq m: 2-bedrooms 2 bathrooms. Light and bright. Good Fibre wifi
connection. Secure off-street parking, shared garden and pool. One street away from
Michael Oak in Abingdon Rd. Available 1st December.
Contact Jenni 0844412311 or
email jenni.lemmon@gmail.com

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION: GREAT BRAK RIVER
Cottage in stunning, sea-front position on The Island. Wide views of sea, river
and lagoon. Enjoy swimming, canoeing, long shoreline walks and abundant bird
and sea life. Large sun deck, enclosed front stoep, three bedrooms and can
sleep eight comfortably.
COVID-19
specials
available September
2020 to February
2021.
For
ebrochure contact Liz
Mackenzie
at
lizmack@iafrica.com
or (021) 761 8811.

Upcoming Webinars
Boundaries with Adolescents
Peace Discipline
When life is chaotic, it can be hard to ﬁnd your rhythm and ﬂow.
When the world seems a mess it can be tough to resist anxiety, anger,
worry and distraction.
When the alarm clock goes oﬀ you may start your day with what you "must
do..." and it's easy to get bogged down in the mess of life from the start.
That mess can be challenging to wade through as the day goes on and new
things get added to it.
- Wouldn't it be nice to experience FLOW more often in life?
- Wouldn't it be easier if we could dance through the chaos a little more?
- Wouldn't it be brighter if we felt like we had a little more control?
12 years ago I was taught a system of how to use my brain, my neurology
in ways that made life more manageable. I began to know myself better, to
understand other people better and to ﬁnd more meaning in my of life. I've
been teaching this system for over 6 years now and have been able to help
other people get the same insights and beneﬁts.
In my next webinar: Mastering Your Mind - go beyond stress management
and begin to dance through the chaos of life, you can learn that same
system. It's been so popular that I'm repeating it now but won't do it again
for a while.
At 20h00 CAT (UTC +2) on Wednesday 28 October you can join me for free
for this powerful session to shift a gear in your life.
On the temple of Apollo was the inscription "Know Thyself "
It's a good place to start.
Register now:

https://masteringyourmindnow.com

Here are details of upcoming scheduled webinars. Let me know if
you would like to book. Remember to tell me if you are a teacher,
nanny or grandparent as you qualify for a discounted rate. Anyone
else needing a discounted rate, please let me know.

karen@peacediscipline.com
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To find out more and whether you are eligible to participate*, please contact me.
Ruth Levin-Vorster on LVNRUT002@myuct.ac.za

-- PhD Candidate in Neuroscience, University of Cape Town

* Briefly re eligibility: Age between 25-60 and not on prescribed medication (e.g. anti-depressants, ARV’s insulin) and
don’t have a regular yoga, breathing or mindfulness practice.
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Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za

